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FANFARE FOR THE COMMON MAN The long awaited completion episode, the 

number nine show, that has been held in abeyance since the last of the original series 

number of 8C, that was completed on November 14th 2019. We did of course do a re-run 

of 1 through 8C with additional information throughout 2020. On August 2nd 2020 we 

launched into the From Russia with Love plus series, that has now reached ten parts. 

They are like supplements and in some cases deeper dives into what was covered in the 

original 1 through 8C episodes. Due to the popularity of this series work is underway into 

producing it as a book. It will all be edited, revamped for the book form and it is 

essentially going from a Must Listen to show, into a must read or listen to event. This 

show just may well be the most comprehensive and important show ever developed 

within the alt media, it's an impact show of the highest caliber and potentially a line in the 

sand show. We have opened the proverbial Pandora's box bit by bit this series, this show 

snaps off the lid and the hinges off completely, and it will never be closed to the truth 

again. This series pushed the boundaries of what we thought we knew, what we thought 

was the truth, only to find in many cases the truth was thin on the ground. It has expanded 

the thinking and thought processes of the many who have listened to this series. It also 

brought up many contentious topics, that caused many to initially be triggered, which is a 

sign in and of themselves that something is not right. Think of it as a soul spirit calling, 

reminding you of, not all that you have believed is true, and now is the time for you to all 

relearn the truth in a cathartic and stimulating way. Triggers for one particular lady stood 

out during this series, as many of the religious people railed against me for the blasphemy 

of denying or denigrating their religion, in essence I did neither. I presented an alternative 

theory initially and asked people some common sense questions. Those now familiar 

common sense questions brought on the triggers, and to one lady in particular. She was 

not pleased at me for what was in the early FRWL shows, and having spent 40 years as a 

traveling pastor in America's mid states, she was not about to accept the information 

contained within the series. But my show only asked the questions, and it was up to the 

individual to accept or not what was delivered. After several fairly accusatory emails 

against me, and my response being I am not asking you to do anything, believe anything, 

just hold the information lightly until you are really ready to receive it fully. That lady to 

her credit returned some months later with an email, and suddenly there was a change in 

her. She said, after reviewing again all the information you delivered, processed it and no 

doubt healed some of it because it is and can be painful receiving the truth, she said I can 

no longer support what I am doing as a pastor anymore, as the evidence against it is 
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overwhelming once you see. She walked away from her pastor role, and instead is now 

traveling to the same places to apologize to her followers and present the new 

information contained within the shows. Massive kudos to that lady, it took some courage 

to do what she did, and all it took is the use of some critical thinking. Many others in our 

group have walked away from that control system also, all of them felt better and have 

gone onto developing themselves in the right way. No longer are they praying externally, 

because that is your energy being preyed upon, but they have gone internal and found the 

real god was inside of them all along.  

 

The purpose of this show is a wake up call, not only for the alternative media, not only to 

America, it's Government, this is a global wake up call for humanity. The old world has 

stumbled and limped on long enough now, that even the general public are noticing, 

something is clearly amiss with what we call life on this planet. We are not living, 

billions are existing and billions are even struggling just to exist, this does not constitute 

real life and living. People do a good job of coping with it, but life should not and was 

never meant to be only about coping and existing, it is an abomination of what life and 

life force essence is all about. I have covered many topics and timelines in this series, 

highlighted many groups, questioned the value of religion which can be a sensitive topic 

for many. But, I have presented the evidence and it is up to the individual whether to 

accept it or not. I have tackled the other sensitive subject that to some comes under the 

banner of Anti Semitism. Yet if you take your blinkers off, I am advocating heavily for 

the average Jewish person, who have been used as pawns, in a sadistic game of confusion 

and illusion. Ultimately it is about presenting facts, many of which has been denied to us, 

in a way that asks the listener to answer the questions and come to their own conclusions. 

Pre-conceived thought patterns deny many the truth, and his story has shown time and 

time again, that their truth was distorted in so many facets, and written in blood. 

Tonight's show will have two facets to it, and whilst seemingly separate, there is enough 

dots already given in this series, that links things altogether. FRWL 1-9 lays all out the 

details to understand the bigger picture and what has really gone on, on this planet. The 

FRWL Plus series also at 10 now, goes deeper into the things covered in the original 

series, although tonight's show both parts, will be new and deeper in and of itself.  

 

No being ever has to be enslaved, in fear, existing or struggling in life, there is an 

abundance to avoid that in this whole Universe, enough for everybody as deemed by 

Source, the creator. And yet some people and beings choose greed, control, power which 

are all low vibrational energy derivatives, that is not only not good for those oppressed, it 
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is just as bad on a soul level for the oppressors. For many thousands of years now, this 

planet was run by an oppressive regime, based on the sole intentions of harvesting the 

whole planet, and causing destruction everywhere. Countries and people have been used 

as pawns in a never ending trail of strife and woe, which turned people against each 

other, it was all designed that way. Society no matter how high up you went, or thought 

you were, were all still pawns in this game, only recently are some just finding that out. 

Many though in the so called higher echelons are still struggling to believe or understand, 

they were fooled and lied to even more than the public was. Today we will show 

publically in greater detail of the control system document, that was never about 

restoration of the planet, but the destruction of it. A document of staggering complexity, 

planning and implementation, very few have seen it, only two people worked it all out, of 

who, what and where everyone fits into this control system. I will unveil the whole 

document for people to gauge the size of it shortly, but we will be focusing on the bottom 

25% only this evening, as that is where most of the public impact is. It is also where even 

the most avid researcher will reside in terms of what people call the cabal, Illuminati, 

bloodline families, Five Eyes or the Deep State, all of them are in bottom 25%. That will 

rock most not familiar with THI shows, and I suspect many of you will wish to go higher 

than the bottom 25%, but you have to understand the lower portion before going 

anywhere near the top 75%. Many of the names people are familiar with in the alternative 

media, will come out as we unveil this show. There will be detailed portions, background 

information, proof documents all unveiled in this show, many of which will be firsts not 

only for alt media, but publically also. Many of you will be staggered to find out, that not 

only were you not aware of this structure, but neither were your politicians, Militaries, 

Agencies, Heads of States or some of the bloodline families in large part. This puts and 

shows compartmentalization in it's fullest terms, of how successive levels only knew their 

tiny piece of the puzzle each, and no one knew the full spectrum, not even close to it. 

Many of you will be staggered that very few of the so called authorities that run our 

society, are also oblivious to this or what is going on in general. Governments that are not 

governments, but harvesting corporations, with no rights, constitutions or laws that serve 

the all, we have had no governments since 1871, only corporations. Mr. Biden himself is 

not the President of the United States of America, he is the CEO of USA Inc, the United 

States also has nothing to do with America either. United States is a European Houses 

establishment group that was formed in the early 1800's in Vienna, Austria, look up the 

Congress of Vienna, you will find out for yourselves. The US Constitution ended in 

1871, currently there is 4 floating around, none apply to the people. America and 148 

other countries have no national bank, only what is known as The Federal Reserve. I say 
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148 countries but it could be around 170 countries tied to this system, in essence though 

all 209 countries are hooked into it. The Federal Reserve is not an American bank or 

company, it is or was owned by The Crown, which contrary to popular opinion is nothing 

to do with the Queen of England, and more to do with the Temple and Templar Bar of 

banking. Operating not out of London, but the City of London, which is not a part of the 

UK, likewise the District of Columbia known as Washington DC, is also not a part of 

America. Which is why Trump spoke of returning DC back to the people and the country, 

once certain rogue elements get over the fact they have lost, and quit continuing to run a 

failed system. Except Trump was thinking the people is the Black Sun elements, not we 

the people. The IRS which is the collection agency for the Federal Reserve bank, collects 

income taxes that would be deemed illegal under the original constitution, except it 

doesn't apply. They collect taxes off you despite it being deemed as voluntarily, the 

reason it is voluntary is, it is not a tax, it is a tribute to The Crown of England. The IRS 

also is not an American company, it is situated in Puerto Rico and registered as a Trust 

under The Crown. Here is how the current fiscal policy works in America and the other 

148 countries, whose currency is tied into the Federal Reserve. The Federal Reserve in 

2012 had it's license and trading in US Dollars rescinded, and yet they continue onwards 

as though nothing happened. America only has 60% of all monies spent per year, the 

other 40% is borrowed only from The Federal Reserve. America would have 100% if all 

taxes were collected and went to the Government, but The Fed ensures each country must 

borrow from them, at 10% per dollar, yes you heard that right - 10%. None of those 148 

countries are allowed to print their own money, and they too must pay for dollars for 

trading at 10%, it is the biggest scam in history, and yet you have so called American 

patriots supporting this scam? That comment was in relation to the Q group celebrating 

the takeover of the Rothschild's Fed by the Black Sun group of which Trump belongs to, 

via the Black Rock consortium. The US Military is not the American army, it is ran by 

China and the Rothschild's family, and did the most treasonous act ever in history, they 

sold all the American military hardware to a Chinese group that is not the government, 

and they have been leasing it back for the past few years. All those $35-40M F-16's 

planes or the $100M F-35-A planes and $13B warships all paid for by the American 

people, and they sold them to a supposed enemy in China. Yet we still cough up $989B a 

year for these people, who because of certain clauses are actually not allowed currently to 

defend this country, or it's people. So, if a foreign country invaded America, we are left 

with the National Guard, Militia and the people to defend ourselves, currently it is illegal 

for US Military to engage on our home soil, wrap your heads around that fact. Just as 

well the Russians didn't come isn't it, by the way that was another lie to harvest vast 
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quantities of American tax payers monies, to fund the non American Military junta. The 

Rothschild's and Vatican claim to own the Military, fine, personally I would send them 

the bill for all the military spending paid for by the people, and we build a new one to 

defend this country and not attack other countries. The US Treasury is also ran at the 

behest of the Rothschild's group, several times Mr. Trump and The Trustee tried to get 

funding to the American people for projects, funding for disasters, which the other non 

American foreign led group called FEMA have failed to do. The Trust promised $105B 

of non loan money to the Government, and the Treasury and the group formerly known 

as Citadel, now known as the Weiss group blocked it, at the behest of Hillary Clinton. Do 

you want to know why the NYPD is riddled with corruption and cops misbehaving? they 

are owned by Citadel/Weiss also. Hence the video of Clinton and Abedin the NYPD 

have, will never see the light of day, unless true Americans take back their country, and 

you will never do that via their corrupt voting machines or elections. The UN was a 

collection agency to harvest funds out of each country, to pay for their clandestine and 

black budget operations against the people, in league with the IMF and World Bank. 

NATO also runs along the same subset of principals as the UN, collection monies off 

countries and stated to be their security group, when it is ran by the CIA, as private 

security and intelligence, it is neither, NATO or to give it's correct term ATON, because 

NATO is the Rothschild's private army. Wasabi, ISIS, ISIL, IS, Al Queda, Taliban, 

Hezzbollah, IRA and various other boogeymen style mercenary groups, are all created, 

funded and ran by the former 5 eyes agencies and their Dragon group counterparts. All 

bought and paid for by the publics money, under the branding of War on Terror, which is 

spelt with OR on the end, but is a play on words as it is war on terra, spelt TERRA, a 

never ending war they said, with the objective to eliminate many of us. Fighting for our 

freedoms? don't make me laugh, the old system were not interested in our freedoms, their 

objective was to use us as batteries and enslavement, this is why nothing works. Nothing 

is ever done right by are so called politicians, they are not politicians, they are script 

following pawns in a game they can't see. They harvested everything from our life force 

energy which is labor, then took large chunks of the compensation for our life force 

energy with what is known as taxes, and left many with the bare minimum to sustain our 

lives, but never enough to make you thrive. Yes some jumped the ladder and for a while 

make it, but remember in the game snakes and ladders there are snakes awaiting you at 

every turn, boom and bust cycles, recessions, wars and down you go with the snake, then 

repeat the process. But the boom and bust cycles were created for you, all designed to 

harvest the cream when it all busted, for those with the means to do so, and so, away 

went our businesses, jobs, ideas, ideals, patents and dreams, all collected by the 
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Harvesters of Sorrow, the greed merchants, elites, families and bankers, it was all 

designed that way. Wars that have gone on, on this planet particularly in last few hundred 

years equals double pay for the harvesters, collection of dead vessels releasing souls, 

termed soul diers, and the mention of the word war in anything, war on terror, drugs, 

gangs etc leads to the creation of bonds. Bonds are IOU's and debt instruments and all 

have been cashed in previously to the Trust, they are just double dipping everything, 

including our Birth Certificate Trusts. HARVESTERS OF SORROW  

 

This document not only shows you their planning, but also their structure of who is who 

and what is what. The document is titled The Global Marshall Plan 1947 to 2022, 

interesting that year comes up again, 2022. Remember the Fiction is fact show where all 

movies were set in 2022, clearly there is an event of sorts planned for that year. 

Unbeknown to many on this planet, there are several contracts of control of the planet 

and agreements, some going back 100 years, some 200 years, and I was aware of a 500 

year and 1000 years contracts, none of which involves we the people. One of the multi 

generation plans ended in the 1800's and the Draco handed over power to what we know 

today as, the EL-ites. This brings in the illusion game of the humans are in control of 

their own planet, except it was a sleight of hand trick, as they only put in charge their 

own proxy agents to run the same program, whilst they hid in the background dictating it 

all, in particular Anu and Marduk. Given the Rothschild's clan have been playing a large 

role in not only controlling us, but in essence the planet via the energy system, known as 

money and the depositories known as Banks, that family has more reptile DNA than any 

other family on the planet, all of which means they are not fully human. You will see 

shortly where the banks are in relation to the power structure. I will now ask Russell to 

post the pictures as they unfold on Mewe and Ramona to post them on Facebook, and I 

will explain each section. The page itself is around 54" tall and around 28" wide, a single 

piece of paper, that I am unsure of the date when it was done. We will start at the bottom 

right section, goes across and then up to next level, but remember all those mentioned in 

this piece are the bottom 25%. Picture 1: Reveals the Governments and the Mafia on the 

same level, with Governments in connection to G8, G10, G12 & G20, 4 differing G 

levels suggesting 4 different clubs. Above Governments and Mafia the controlling arm of 

both is The Council on Foreign Relations. Above them is the Executive arm of RIIA, 

which is the Royal Institute of International Affairs located at Chatham House London. 

RIIA oversees two other groups, The Trilateral Committee and The Bilderbergers. 

Picture 2: We see the main controller there known as the Federation of Governments, and 

the World Trade Organization and their subsidiaries, The British East Indies Tea 
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Company and The Hong Kong & London Councils are responsible for imports/exports 

and International trade. I suspect the Federation of Governments is, what I know as the 

World Government group, ran below the Canary Wharf in the UK, the leaders of that 

group are all Reptilians, as are the heads of all the legitimate Dragon groups. Picture 3: 

Brings in the Institutions into the mix. SRI(Stanford), MIT, IRS, Rand, including Jared 

Rand and his fake med bed, Hudson, Wharton, Gc Ford, Yale and Harvard. All of those 

groups branch off to one group, Tavistock. Those places are from where nearly all these 

EL-ites and clowns come from, it is like a breeding ground for greedy and evil 

psychopaths Picture 4: Foundations and 17 Metrogroup Foundations, The Canadian 

Institute for International Affairs along with several groups of businesses connected to 

NGO's and NGA's. Those businesses are Petroleum, Banking, Money, Insurance, 

Commerce, Industry and Entertainment, for entertainment read brainwashing and mind 

control. On the same section is Global Faith group system, above them New World 

Utopia and above them Faith groups that all link to The Royal Institute of International 

Affairs. Picture 5: You have NATO above them The Club of Rome, above them The 

Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, again the bizarrely inserted name of Humans, 

suggestive they are differentiating us from other beings. Tavistock link back to the 

Institute groups in Picture 3. Above them is the Royal Institute of International Affairs. 

Picture 6: reveals Commitment Holder and 7 unknown men, connecting both of them is, 

Freemasonry and other Secret Societies, who are all the Cult of Ra snakes. I suspect those 

7 are the seven dark ones selected to fight the 7 Source based Light ones in the final 

battle. Above them is two groups most of you will have never heard of, the International 

Elite Law Enforcement Agency and International Elite Armed Forces. So, the EL-ites 

have their own law enforcement and armed forces. Who are these groups one has to ask, 

who funds them? Above them is Counter Terrorism. In the same section is Rhodes 

Milner group and the Round Table, all very King Arth of Ur that. Although the current 

Round Table group was created by Cecil Rhodes, and the Rhode bloodline family who 

took over swathes of Africa, in particular Rhodesia, now known as Zimbabwe. Those two 

groups link back to the Royal Institute for International Affairs. Picture 7: reveals British 

Intelligence over and above Interpol, CIA, Mossad and other Intelligence Agencies. 

British Intelligence would be the GCHQ rather than the lower ranked MI5 & 6, and what 

is likely is GCHQ was the original OSS, that went onto creating the CIA, who are closely 

linked to the NSA, who are a subsidiary of the GCHQ. Above them is the Elite and 

another group known as King Saud of Arabia, Sheiks of Dubai, Kuwait and UAE. Kings 

of other countries, Asian dynasty and Global Royalty, these connect to more on that level 

of the system in the next picture. We will hear more about them in another show, these 
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people are above the actual public version of the Royals. Picture 8: Reveals the United 

Nations and Member Nations, and far left is the Utopian group and their political 

machinations of control, that gives the illusion they are all separate, but all operate under 

one banner. From the bottom to the top, the Right wing parties, Socialism, Liberalism, 

Fabianism, Communism and the top one? Zionism. Most will not be familiar with 

Fabianism, although Tony Blair and Jeremy Corbyn are both out of the Fabian secret 

society group. The Fabian Society is a British socialist organization whose purpose is to 

advance the principles of democratic socialism via gradualist and reformist effort 

in democracies, rather than by revolutionary overthrow. Socialism by stealth in other 

words, or Totalitarian creep. Interesting the name has Aryan on the end, with total it, 

which means to end the Aryan, maybe that will become more obvious later. Picture 9: 

Reveals the name of the organization who oversees all of these lower level control 

structure elements. And you all thought they were the top end of it all, not even close to 

it, and too few of those within those groups are aware of the much higher end. They were 

all given the illusion they were in control and running things, but compartmentalization 

on an unprecedented scale, kept them all in the dark literally and figuratively. The name 

of the group? the 301 Families, not 13 in Italy or the 13 European or the 13 American 

families, all are a part of this overall group, and essentially they are the anchors for the 

lower levels. From those Families originates the terms Cabal and Illuminati. Many 

outside of our group will be shocked to find out that, most alt media, many of whom 

hosts are connected to Agency's and other rogue elements of this structure, all those 

names just mentioned are in roughly the bottom 25% of the control structure. They are 

the minions including all the families like Rothschild's, although some of that clan may 

well go higher, given the have the most Draco DNA of any family here. Rockerfeller, 

Astor, Warburgs, Morgans, Kennedy, Bundy, Farnese, Aldobrandini, Medici, Marcos, 

Hapsburg, Burgundy etc, they all reside in that group. Picture 10: Shows a section of the 

banking system along the bottom are listed the banks, Chase, Citibank, Dresdner Bank, 

HSBC, Vatican Bank and China Bank all beholding to the UBS bank, and known as 

Depository Banks. These banks are or were paid 7.5% annually out of the gold deposits 

and certificates, and yet they still charged us interest on the loans? Do you know who 

owns those gold deposits and certificates they claimed 7.5% on? we the people. Above 

Chase is Barclays Bank, above them Pacific Bank and above them Elite Bank. Connected 

to the UBS Bank is the Lloyd's National Insurance Comp, which may well be the UK 

version of the US Social Security fund, above them the Lloyd Bank and above that the 

Overseas Investment bank. Those three are all in one office, and are paid interest of the 

gold deposit account of 7.5%. Picture 11: is almost identical in structure, except the 
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bottom banks are slight different, they include Chase, Swiss Bank Corp, Union Bank De 

Suisse (which is UBS itself), Swiss Volks Bank, Dresdner Bank and Bank of Dubai. 

Above it are a list of initials which maybe people or organizations, stemming from the list 

of life exercises, disciplines and explorations required in the next stage up. Picture 

12&13: shows those initials, with a signature and date just above them of Albert 

Williams dated 7/17/09, who maybe the person who drew this document up. You can also 

see in these two pictures two of the three multi triangle structures, like I said there isn't 

only 1 pyramid of control. You can also see some initials that maybe the overseers for 

those section. I have since found out who those pyramid within the pyramid groups are, 

and we reveal more in a later show or date. On picture 13 you can see some of the 

disciplines to be carried out, the bottom two is of interest, Time Machine and Time travel 

technology. That will not be built in Colorado as some had planned doing so, that will be 

prevented at all costs regardless of who is involved in it. Time travel only helps the 

miscreants, clowns and those wishing to replay the game, they are losing heavily and will 

eventually lose altogether. Picture 14&15: shows some of the disciplines, projects to be 

carried out in Phase 3. In Picture 15 half way down you will see Moon Colonization, a 

little further down it says, Cyborg, Robot and Nano technology in the left side column. 

On the right side it mentions, Global train system, Space development, Underwater 

Casino, Underwater city. Picture 16: is the wheel within an wheel, within a wheel, within 

a wheel with a series of initials, but curiously in 4 boxes on the 3rd ring on the right hand 

side it says Human. Yet again describing the human in a different category. The second 

wheel matches with the number of parents, and third wheel corresponds of 13 families, 

13 parents, 13 covens and 8 parents who were the overseers. Picture 17: describes one 

section of humanitarian programs ran by the Trust company. At the top left it says Global 

Elite companies and Elite corporations. 10K Global Corporations, 10 countries or 60 

countries, 100 countries or 200 countries, 300 countries or kingdoms, one presumes they 

were undecided as to which three. Picture 18: Is Development projects ran by a Trust 

Company holding, but also mentions China Bank and HSBC US Trust. It also reveals 

certain figures on the top left of $5 trillion for 100 million member from China. $5 

Trillion for deposit in China, $7.8 Trillion for Global Master Agreement Trust Fund and 

$193 Trillion Global Trust funds in the system by 300 Million Investor Worldwide. The 

top of it all is the Master Holding Trust Company, that branches off into a Private Bank 

and Family Trust. Quite a neat system of control and financial greed they all planned for 

themselves there. Essentially cornering every market and discipline whereby only the EL-

ites and families had control of it all, and nothing to do with we the people, who actually 

generated all of those funds with our labor or life force energy. All of that was formulated 
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under the Marshall plan of 1947, and was essentially a document of taking over the world 

financially and harvesting all the businesses and people too boot. The numbers 1947 is 

still seen, but the 2022 was written over, maybe the original was 2012, not 2022 as that 

then would make more sense. As the originator along with criminal globalist EL-ite 

families who assembled this document, was based on the end of the cycle calendar of 

2012, but unbeknown to the EL-ites, 2012 was their end as well as the peoples. The 

bloodline families collected all the world's assets, and in return got valueless pieces of 

paper with numbers on to keep their greed based traits running. Marduk who was the 

main benefactor as the Trustee collected all the hard assets gleefully, and laughed at the 

sheer stupidity of the families giving him all the world's assets for free. Paper money has 

no intrinsic value you see, something the EL-ites failed to grasp, until Marduk pulled the 

plug on them all in 2007. 14 years later these same clowns who were duped on a massive 

scale, fail to recognize the error of their ways and are still pursuing ownership via 

Fiduciaries like Anna Von Reitz or bloodline family members like Kim Goguen. The 

assets belongs solely to the People, not EL-ite families who have had more than their fair 

share to build their greed based mini Empires. Goguen herself stood to gain over $880B 

from the Trust as part of a family legacy, so it was not all for the benefit of the people, 

but heavy personal gain for her was involved in it as well. LOW LIFE IN HIGH 

PLACES  

 

The mention of the former Trustee being Marduk, brings in the group known as the 

Annunaki. I have dubbed them as the Hebrew Annunaki, and it will become clear in the 

rest of the show as to why that name. So who are these Hebrew Annunaki? well the 

Annunaki are made up of five differing species, 2 Humanoid races, 1 Reptile race 

(Draco), 1 Avian (Thoth, Set Pleiadian Nibiru group) and 1 Insectoid race (the Mantid 

group). Here is a timeline of events on this planet, it should not be taken as 100% 

accurate but a guideline of events and who was involved in them. Events Before the 

Deluge: 450,000 years ago, On Nibiru, a distant member of our solar system, life faces 

slow extinction as the planet’s atmosphere erodes. Deposed by Anu, the ruler Alalu 

escapes in a spaceship and finds refuge on Earth. He discovers that Earth has gold that 

can be used to protect Nibiru’s atmosphere. It is possible that may have been Marduk not 

Alulu, who was Anu's father. 445,000 Led by Enki, a son of Anu, the Annunaki land on 

Earth, establish Eridu Earth Station I, for extracting gold from the waters of the Persian 

Gulf. 430,000 Earth’s climate mellows, and more Annunaki arrive on Earth, among them 

Enki’s half-sister Ninhursag, Chief Medical Officer. 416,000 As gold production falters, 

Anu arrives on Earth with Enlil, the heir apparent. It is decided to obtain the vital gold by 
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mining it in southern Africa. Drawing lots, Enlil wins command of Earth Mission, Enki is 

relegated to Africa. On departing Earth, Anu is challenged by Alalu’s grandson. 400,000 

Seven functional settlements in southern Mesopotamia include a Spaceport in Sippar in 

NW Iraq, Mission Control Center was Nippur, SW Iraq, a metallurgical center Shuruppak 

in Iraq West. The ores arrive by ships from Africa, the refined metal is sent aloft to 

orbiters manned by Igigi, then transferred to spaceships arriving periodically from Nibiru. 

The Igigi were the original miners and builders of settlements, but they eventually 

revolted against Enlil. It is my understanding they had bases on Mars for the gold and 

other assets as well, given they ruined their own atmosphere, it may well have been this 

same group that ruined Mars' atmosphere as well. 380,000 Gaining the support of the 

Igigi, Alalu’s grandson Enlil attempts to seize mastery over Earth. The Enlilites win the 

War of the Olden Gods. 300,000 The Annunaki toiling in the gold mines sparks mutiny. 

Enki and Ninhursag create Primitive Workers through genetic manipulation of Ape 

woman, they take over the manual chores of the Anunnaki. Enlil raids the mines, brings 

the Primitive Workers to the Edin in Mesopotamia. Given the ability to procreate, Homo 

Sapiens begins to multiply. I don't believe that is correct, stating they created current 

man, they created a version of man, just not us. And almost certainly not the White Race. 

Is it possible what they created was the Neanderthal race of beings? This is how Enki is 

perceived by some as the better of the two, no they were two sides of the same coin game 

again, Enki was interested in his own power struggle and was using humans to gain it. 

200,000 Life on Earth regresses during a new glacial period. 100,000 Climate warms 

again. It warmed because of the war 10K years prior and the fall of the moon Lelia on our 

planet, causing mass destruction and deaths. The Anunnaki the biblical Nefilim, to Enlil’s 

growing annoyance, marry the daughters of Man. 75,000 The accursation of Earth, a new 

Ice Age-begins. Regressive types of Man roam the Earth, Cro-Magnon man survives. It 

was at this point, Lucifer brought in the jet black race to eliminate the White Race, is it 

possible the jet black race also were a spin off of genetic interference, as mentioned 

earlier? 49,000 Enki and Ninhursag elevate humans of Annunaki parentage to rule in 

Shuruppak. Enlil was enraged, and plots Mankind’s demise. 16,500 The Draco signed an 

agreement with the tribal people for control of the Earth, despite being warned against it 

by the Elders, in return for weapons to fight other tribes. 13,000 Realizing that the 

passage of Nibiru in Earth’s proximity will trigger an immense tidal wave, Enlil makes 

the Annunaki swear to keep the impending calamity a secret from Mankind. It may not 

have been Nibiru at all, it could well have been Rahu and Ketu throwing rocks again, or 

more likely, the current orbiting craft in the sky called the Moon arrived. As stated by 

several ancient American tribes, they all speak of the moon arriving around that time. 
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Events After the Deluge: 11,000 B.C. Enki breaks the oath, instructs Ziusudra/Noah to 

build a submersible ship. Noah was one of them, not one of us, he wore the mark of the 

nefilim, scaly skin. The Deluge sweeps over the Earth, the Annunaki witness the 

destruction from their orbiting spacecraft. Noah's ship was also a craft, not a boat the 

rewriters of his story wish to portray. Enlil agrees to grant the remnants of Mankind 

implements and seeds, agriculture begins in the highlands, Enki domesticates animals. 

10,500 B.C. The descendants of Noah are allotted three regions. Ninurta, Enlil’s foremost 

son, dams the mountains and drains the rivers to make Mesopotamia habitable, Enki 

reclaims the Nile valley. The Sinai peninsula is retained by the Annunaki for a post-

Diluvial spaceport, a control center is established on Mount Moriah, the future Jerusalem. 

This is why the Hebrew Annunaki covet that region, and why I have warned of their 

caliphate since 1990's. Jerusalem has zero to do with Jews, and everything to do with 

these fake gods trying to reclaim our land, minerals and resources, they are cosmic 

pirates. 9,780 B.C. Ra/Marduk, Enki’s firstborn son, divides dominion over Egypt 

between Osiris and Seth, which is Set and said to be the third son after Cain and Abel 

from their Adam and their Eve, not ours. 9,330 B.C. Set seizes and dismembers Osiris, 

assumes sole rule over the Nile Valley. 8,970 B.C. Horus avenges his father Osiris by 

launching the First Pyramid War. Seth escapes to Asia, seizes the Sinai peninsula and 

Canaan. 8,670 B.C. Opposed to the resulting control of all the space facilities by Enki’s 

descendants, the Enlilites launch the Second Pyramid War. The victorious Ninurta 

empties the Great Pyramid of its equipment. Empties the Great Pyramid of it's 

equipment? all of which means as I have stated that, those pyramids were not tombs for 

Pharaoh's, they are/were energy centers and craft used to land on them to charge up. 

Ninhursag, the half-sister of Enki and Enlil, convenes a peace conference. Ninhursag who 

first arrived on Earth 422K years previously, which tells you two things, A: time is not as 

we know it and B: these entities use technology and other more heinous methods for life 

longevity. The division of Earth is reaffirmed. Rule over Egypt transferred from the 

Ra/Marduk dynasty to that of Thoth. Heliopolis built as a substitute Beacon City. 8,500 

B.C. The Annunaki establish outposts at the gateway to the space facilities, Jericho is one 

of them. 7,400 B.C. As the era of peace continues, the Annunaki grant Mankind new 

advances, the Neolithic period begins and the Demi-gods rule over Egypt. 3,800 B.C. 

Urban civilization begins in Sumer as the Annunaki reestablish there the Olden Cities, 

beginning with Eridu and Nippur. Anu comes to Earth for a pageantful visit. A new city, 

Uruk (Erech), is built in his honor, he makes its temple the abode of his beloved 

granddaughter Inanna/lshtar. Kingship on Earth: 3,760 Mankind granted kingship, Kish is 

first capital under the aegis of Ninurta. The calendar began at Nippur, Civilization 
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blossoms out in Sumer the First Region. 3,450 Primacy in Sumer transferred to 

Nannar/Sin. Marduk proclaims Babylon Gateway of the Gods, remember the song the 

Gates of Babylon by Dio we played? The Tower of Babel incident, the Annunaki confuse 

Mankind’s languages, courtesy of the Lord of the Bible, Anu. His coup frustrated, 

Marduk/Ra returns to Egypt, deposes Thoth, seizes his younger brother Dumuzi who had 

betrothed Inanna. Dumuzi was accidentally killed, and Marduk imprisoned alive in the 

Great Pyramid, he was freed through an emergency shaft, and goes into exile. He was 

exiled on the island St. Helena in the South Atlantic, which is not far from the 

interestingly named island called Ascension, and also not far from the mysterious 

suspended in mid air island spotted by a US naval ship. 3,100-3, 350 Years of chaos end 

with installation of first Egyptian Pharaoh in Memphis, and Civilization comes to the 

Second Region. 2,900 Kingship in Sumer transferred to Erech. Inanna given dominion 

over the Third Region, the Indus Valley Civilization begins. Funny word civilizations, 

said in one part to be about citizens, but civil is also law, which brings in the religious 

law, The Talmud. 2,650 Sumer’s royal capital shifts about, Kingship deteriorates, Enlil 

loses patience with the unruly human multitudes. 2,371 Inanna falls in love with Sharru-

Kin, Sargon. He establishes new capital city, Agade Akkad, and the Akkadian empire 

launched. 2,316 Aiming to rule the four regions, Sargon removes sacred soil from 

Babylon. The Marduk-Inanna conflict flares up again. It ends when Nergal, Marduk’s 

brother, journeys from South Africa to Babylon and persuades Marduk to leave 

Mesopotamia. 2,291 Naram-Sin ascends the throne of Akkad. Directed by the warlike 

Inanna, he penetrates the Sinai peninsula, invades Egypt. 2,255 Inanna usurps the power 

in Mesopotamia, Naram-Sin defies Nippur. The Great Annunaki obliterate Agade, but 

Inanna escapes. Sumer and Akkad occupied by foreign troops loyal to Enlil and Ninurta. 

2,220 Sumerian civilization rises to new heights under enlightened rulers of Lagash. 

Thoth helps its king Gudea build a ziggurat-temple for Ninurta. There was a ziggurat 

temple on their home world built totally out of gold, until it was destroyed in an incident 

back in 2015, because the Draco broke their agreement. 2,193 Terah, Abraham’s father, 

born in Nippur into a priestly-royal family, priestly families are known as Cohens, as was 

Ghenghis Khan, Khan means Cohen. 2,180 Egypt divided, followers of Ra/Marduk retain 

the south, Pharaohs opposed to him gain the throne of lower Egypt. 2,130 As Enlil and 

Ninurta are increasingly away, central authority also deteriorates in Mesopotamia. 

Inanna’s attempts to regain the kingship for Erech does not last. A seedy family tale of 

incest, war, infighting, greed, arrogance and complete disregard for anything or anybody, 

including their own. Hence the line in their book, let us make man in our image and 

likeness, that is not said in the context of creation, but their traits. Reading through that 
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timeline though, one has to ask the question of, are all the Muslims of that region a part 

of their culture, not ours? Given they stated they built Civilizations with their people, all 

of which means, the whole of Arabia, parts of Africa, the Middle East except Iran, are all 

their creations? Where the people just described the ones brought and created here to 

mate with the White Race and ultimately destroy the White Race with their genetic 

mixing plan? Maybe the next section will reveal more? GATES OF BABYLON  

 

In this second part this evening is a harsh truth that has been a niggling undercurrent to 

From Russia with Love series, that people have and will find an uncomfortable truth. But 

to develop going forward we have to face the ugly truths about this world, and also 

within ourselves. THI has never shied away from any topic eventually, and the only 

reason certain information was released at a later date, despite me having most of my 

material and knowledge prior to becoming a radio show host is, the timing of it. When 

the student is ready the teacher will come they say, this type of information is different 

though, the teacher was always ready, but had to wait until the learners caught up in such 

fashion that, the information will be received. The very information in the opening two 

shows was different enough, revealing the atrocities committed by the Koshey's on the 

URS, Rus and Aryans on this planet long before they arrived and rewrote his story. The 

From Russia with Love series details the various organizations who have used the people 

of this planet as slaves, batteries and for their own gain and greed. They looted the 

world's resources as covered in Part one tonight, but the niggling question was 

tantalizingly out of reach in the 1 through 8C, tonight the evidence will be stark. In part 

using their own words, and their media juntas comments and pieces, of where they are 

actually telling us, but the conspiracy is so far fetched from what people call reality, it 

becomes unbelievable and then is easily dismissed. The classic example is the Oklahoma 

story in an earlier episode, where a Rabbi told us they chop up human babies and children 

and put them in the McDonald's burgers. Where was the outcry? why wasn't all 

McDonalds boycotted? why would you carry on buying from that store? and why wasn't 

Finkelstein and others involved in it arrested? All valid questions in a critical thinking 

world, yet not in a world so easily distracted, who so easily believe the lies, and so easily 

trust all authority, despite all the evidence against them. It is the fear factor, no! our new 

parents (the Government) and other organizations wouldn't do that to us they will cry, but 

they have. Acceptance of just that fact means, their Savior program the Government and 

Authority are not their savior and panic sets in, and the question they will ask is, who will 

look after or save us now? Those people are weak children in an adult body, unable to 
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face reality, and far too easily led and fed by utter bs, that to the critical thinking mind, it 

literally defies belief.  

 

The premise of this section is to prove beyond all doubt, who is doing what and to whom 

on this planet. It is comprehensive proof of an overarching agenda, that can no longer be 

denied or ignored. The brutal truth is, those currently running the show on this planet, but 

not for much longer, known as the Jews but these are not ordinary Jews at all, these are 

the Hebrew Annunaki. Their goal is the same as it was for the Koshey's, which became 

Kosher, is the total annihilation of the White Race. People will have great difficulty 

comprehending that as fact, but the evidence tonight will be overwhelming. The first 

evidence of the theme to this second part starts with this piece. The Anti-Defamation 

League a Jewish organization and their president Abraham Foxman, first shows the 

Masonic sign of aggression lion's paw. The lions paw is the Lion of Judah, or for those 

familiar with the hidden Disney code based movie, The Lion King.  Gentlemen, 

Welcome to the Second Centennial Meeting of the Learned of Elders of Zion, we have 

achieved all of the objectives expressed at our first meeting 100 years ago. We control 

governments, we have created dissension among our enemies and made them kill each 

other. We have effectively silenced criticism of our affairs, and we are the richest race of 

men on this earth. As masters of business, politics, law and most importantly media, we 

are ready to implement our most important and ambitious program. One that will finally 

and totally remove from existence the impediments of our absolute control of this earth. I 

speak of the death of the White Race. The complete removal of all means of reproduction 

of the so-called Aryan race. Men, we now control the destiny of this race. It is now time 

to make sure the White race becomes extinct through miscegenation, incest or 

interbreeding with other races and having a virtually zero birth rate. We have all enjoyed 

the vision repeated all over this world every day, of the last White children playing with 

little dark children, and knowing that they are being set-up for their eventual destruction. 

We can ruin the ancient pure bloodline of an Aryan child by convincing him or her, of the 

altruism of begetting interracial children. We must expose the race mixing of the urban 

centers, to the suburbs and rural areas of this country. More aggressive programs to 

integrate these areas are now underway through HUD, which is the Housing and Urban 

development group. It is worth any price to annihilate the next generation of White 

children, we want every White father to feel the sting of having their children marry 

colored mates and produce biracial children. We must use our power to discourage White 

men and women, who still persist in getting together from producing more pure White 

children. They will be ostracized by not becoming part of the New Society of all races. 
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This will dissuade most of them, we will deal with the less cooperative goyim by murder 

and imprisonment. Finally, we will see the end of this White race. Impressionable White 

children will have their minds molded into the agents of their own destruction. Already, 

our efforts have succeeded in making the men of this race grovel at our feet. Men, you 

and your ancestors have worked hard to make sure, we would have the power to hold the 

destiny of this race in our hands. Now we have it, Perish Aryan Goyim! That speech was 

on August 25, 1998, New York.  

 

A reminder of the piece written by Israel Cohen in 1912, yes it has been in the planning a 

long time. We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tensions. By 

propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have been 

oppressed by whites, we can mold them to the program of the Communist Party. In 

America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro minority against the 

whites, we will endeavor to instill in the whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of 

the Negros. We will aid the Negroes to rise in prominence in every walk of life, in the 

professions and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negro 

will be able to intermarry with the whites and begin a process which will deliver America 

to our cause. Israel Cohen, A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century, 1912. Also in 

the Congressional Record, Vol. 103, p. 8559, June 7, 1957.  

 

Rabbi Finkelstein had this to say. We're gonna round this country (America) up. We're 

bringing all the Mexicans and all the Hispanics across the border. They're interbreeding, 

especially with a lot of white women, the shikses as we call them, and they are 

interbreeding with them. Pretty soon there won't be a white race, it'll be all brown.  

 

Picture J1: Tim Wise said, your white people are on the endangered list, and unlike say 

the bald eagle or some exotic species of muskrat, you are not worth saving. In forty years 

or so, maybe fewer, there won't be any more white people around. Susan Sontag said, 

The white race is the cancer of human history.  

 

Picture J2: Arthur Ochs Sulzberger Jr, owner of the New York Times said, If white men 

were not complaining, it would be an indication we weren't succeeding and making the 

inroads that we are. Noel Ignatiev said, If you are a white male you don't deserve to live. 

The key to solving the social problems of our age is to abolish the white race.  
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Picture J3: Ishmael Levitts said, It is in the Jewish interest, it is in humanities interest that 

whites experience a genocide. Until white children are burned alive, white women raped, 

mutilated, murdered and all white men who have not been slaughtered, watch 

powerlessly as their people are terrorized. Only then will mankind be on a more equal 

footing, ready to discuss white privilege and the apparent chip on the shoulder that 

minorities have.  

 

In their own literature I could cite examples until the end of this show, and I did cover 

some of them in FRWL 4, here are some others. Talmud Orach Chalim 57, the non-Jews 

are to be avoided even more than sick pigs. Zohar 11,4b, the birth rate of non-Jews has to 

be suppressed massively. Lore Dea 377,1, as you replace lost cows and donkeys, so you 

shall replace non-Jews. Midrasch Talpioth 225, the non-Jews have been created to serve 

the Jews as slaves. Kerithuth 6b page 78, Jebhammoth, just the Jews are humans, the 

non-Jews are no humans, but cattle. Maybe the non Jews originally were the Muslims 

mentioned earlier? Given it was they who mined the minerals, given their proximity to 

them, along with the Africans, some of whom are jet black to this day. It is an 

uncomfortable question, and does not mean we should outcast those people, who are 

oblivious to what has gone on, where they came from or why they are here. We can still 

learn to work together as space brethren, regardless of which planet or race they came 

from. We can all learn to overcome our differences and work together, providing we 

unlearn what we thought was the truth, accept it, move on and work to correct it. But, the 

realization of that is, if we are to go forth one race in particular may well have to be 

protected until their numbers rise again, which these very people and their program has 

been trying to eliminate for many millennia.  

 

From his adoption of the Nation of Islam in 1952 until he broke with it in 1964, 

Malcolm X promoted the Nation's teachings. These included beliefs: That black people 

are the original people of the world, that white people are devils and that the demise of 

the white race is imminent. The jet black race where brought here by Lucifer and his dark 

forces army 75K years ago, with the specific aim of eliminating the White Race here, 

long before they arrived. What this confirms is that, the Muslim program is the same 

program of the Hebrews. Whilst the jet black race were the progenitor of these people, 

here is what they think of black people in Africa. When asked about the jet black race in 

Ethiopia becoming Jews and being denied entry into Israel, Finkelstein confirmed just 

how racist these people are, when he said. Well, who wants a bunch of schwatzers in 

your land? You don't want the schwatzers in there. But every Jew knows that a schwatzer 
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can never be a Jew, and we don't want them dirtying up the neighborhood, in Israel. We 

give them the neighborhoods here in America. We give them the white women to mate 

with to destroy both races, and what can I say? Muslim or Islam and Israel are both 

linked by Isis, no, not the fake terrorist organization, Isis the goddess, who they both 

worship whether knowingly or not. Islam means Isis hidden, and Israel is the worship of 

2 or 3 gods, Isis, Ra and El, now whilst there was a god called El, the word El means god 

as well, as does Al and Il. Il is also the international code for Israel.  

 

But they have used all churches in this genocide program, including so called Christian, 

Christian is another arm of the Torah, the watered down version of the Talmud. Trinity 

Broadcasting Network, the world’s largest Christian TV network. The god Bacchus 

(Satan) can be seen carved on a monument in the courtyard of TBN’s headquarters in 

Orange County, California. Who were involved in child trafficking, sexual abuse and 

ritual abuse against children, is part of a much wider program being ran through churches 

of all denominations, particularly in the Western world. Christiandom is a program to 

obfuscate the white race, is based on pure illusion and is another trap, to abuse, enslave 

and eliminate us. Again another uncomfortable truth, but if you have followed our whole 

series, you will eventually come to the same conclusion.  

 

Picture J4: Chris Langan is said to be the worlds highest IQ rating person at 205, gave 

this quote, based on their new plan, The Critical Race theory. That was written for and by 

the Jews to compel the blacks to rise up, as Israel Cohen stated, and eliminate the white 

race for them. Oh what a day, President imbecile Joe Biden has admitted that the United 

States, and the entire Western world, is being systematically subjected to indoctrination, 

designed to compel Whites to engage in genetic race mixing. Thus to dilute Whites out of 

existence in a vast Eurasian Negroid race of the future, as mandated by the Rothschild's, 

Warburg's and other pillars of International banksterism. Joe Biden, I challenge you to 

find today when you turn on the stations, sit on one station for two hours, and I don't 

know how many commercials you will see, like eight to ten, and two of every three have 

mixed race couples in them, that's not by accident. Because Blacks, Latinos and Asians 

reproduce far more prolifically than Whites, the net effect of subjecting Whites to 

unremitting miscegenation pressure will be to. 1. leave those nonwhite races perfectly 

intact, while 2. totally destroying the White Race alone. It may take a while, but this is 

clearly the agenda. Some of the nonwhites, especially the non Asians, will get a mean IQ 

boost out of it. However there are fewer and fewer Whites genes to go around but more 

and more nonwhite ones, the beneficiaries will soon regress to the mean, resulting in a 
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net long term IQ gain of near zero. Other White traits will have vanished as well. Soon 

enough, the real goal of the race mixers will be realized, no more White people of 

European ancestry. Just a vast sea of black, brown and yellow drones and workers 

genetically adapted to life in the World Hive, and totally controlled by it's greedy malefic 

masters. You, your culture, and your entire evolutionary lineage will be completely 

obliterated, erased as though you had never existed at all. And now you know what you're 

actually worth to your billionaire big shot heroes, and their political whores in your 

occupation governments. For those new to this show, The White Race is nothing to do 

with color of your skin, the Iranians are not White, yet they are part of the White Race. In 

reality there is no racism, and many of you will be aghast at that statement, but bear with 

me. What is playing out is, not racism, but geneticism, all based on your subconscious 

DNA memory bank. There is a reason the people of color are not well respected with the 

White skinned race, it is genetic memory of when the jet black race mentioned earlier, 

hunted down the Whites and slaughtered them on behalf of Lucifer and his dark forces 

army, The Koshey's we covered in Part 1 & 2. That doesn't mean we shouldn't all get 

along, but to do so, we have to accept, grasp, understand and process the full truth of 

what has gone on, on this planet. BLACK OR WHITE  

 

Jewry has been waging a relentless war on White America, ever since its first large 

scale wave of immigration to America from Eastern Europe and Russia beginning in 

1880. The first attack on White America, perceived by the Jews as a power bloc that 

would oppose their lust for power and control, took place in the public school system at 

the turn of the 20th Century. Through their increased centers of Jewish organizations 

such as the American Jewish Committee with their first meeting in New York City in 

1906. To demand rights for Jews, rights which were never denied in the first place. 

Which divided America into 12 Jewish districts, along with Jewry’s economic rise within 

white America seeking, to strengthen Judaism against its Christian competitors in the 

marketplace. Jewry took up arms against traditional White cultural expressions such as 

Bible readings, prayer, singing of Christmas Carols, and the celebration of Christmas and 

Easter in America’s schools. This attack by the Jews on public Christian expression was 

first outlined by Henry Ford in his book, The International Jew - The World’s Foremost 

Problem, published in 1921. Ford and others after him such as Professor Kevin 

MacDonald, have pointed out that it was the American Jewish Committee, 

which first vigorously advocated for open immigration in America beginning in 1914. 

Until the great watershed in 1965 with the Open Immigration Law of 1965, trumpeted, 

advanced, and implemented through Jewish influence in US Congress. Ford wrote in 
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1921 as a warning to America regarding Jewry’s mission to diminish the European White 

presence in the US. The energies of the Jewish powers are concentrated on the task of 

preventing America, from changing the immigration laws in a manner to protect the 

country from undesirable aliens. Prof. Kevin MacDonald wrote in 2002, The primary 

objective of Jewish political activity is to create a Jewish safety-net, in a society 

acceptant of a wide range of attitudes and behaviors, as well as a diversity of religious 

and ethnic groups. Open immigration as foisted on Americans by the Jews has now come 

home to roost in every major city in the US, turning our once White American cities into 

Third World scenarios. Diversity Is Our Strength! proclaim the Jews in their closed 

neighborhoods. But in fact, Diversity Is Jewry’s Strength, subverting and weakening the 

only power bloc that could ever oppose Jewry’s lust for power, White Christian America. 

For it is in a racially diverse environment that Jews can rule over their White Christian 

hosts.  

 

Jewish Hollywood mocks Whites in movies. While even Jews admit that Hollywood 

is run by wealthy Jewish movie moguls and their sycophant Jewish actors and script 

writers. The entertainment of Americans is focused on undermining the confidence of 

traditional white Western man. Indeed, Hollywood is the vanguard of the anti-white 

movement, and several movies are proof. One movie in particular, District 9, a story 

about human discrimination against peace-loving aliens who have come to Earth as 

refugees, is a telling illustration of Hollywood’s perpetual attack on ‘whitey.’ In District 

9, the aliens land in Johannesburg and are forced to live in a filthy shanty town, 

segregated from human society. The Apartheid metaphor is obvious. Closed-minded 

humans, that is, whites appear on the screen saying things such as, non humans don’t 

belong here, and, we are spending too much money to keep them here. All interspersed 

with black South Africans to suggest that they are the non-humans, whom the bigoted 

whites discriminate against. The Jew, Robin Williams, an American hero, plays a lead 

role in the movie’s promo. Director-Script Writer, Neill Blomkamp, admits that due to 

black street violence, he and his Afrikaner family fled Johannesburg for Vancouver in 

1997 when Blomkamp was in his teens. Hollywood’s hypocrisy is shameless. The movie 

is set in Johannesburg, South Africa, even though Hollywood which is in California, has 

it's own District 9. And before the phrases, coexistence is never easy, picking up non 

Humans is forbidden, and, they are not Human, comes on the screen, viewers are 

manipulated to think that South Africans had revived Apartheid. Viewers are visually and 

audibly programmed to think that the phrase, they are not humans, is supposed to be what 

South African whites think of blacks. It's reverse psychology and written on behalf of the 
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Jew, as the Jewish do not see Whites in particular as humans. The quote earlier, just the 

Jews are humans, the non-Jews are no humans, but cattle. On Jewish-owned Sony 

Pictures’ District 9 website, regulations are listed for non-humans, who must live in a 

special area called District 9, and work mostly in mines. Echoes of the original use of 

humans for their gold mining, in essence it is an in your face piss take on us. The rules 

listed for them include identification tags to be worn at all times, designated restroom 

facilities in public places, forbidding sexual relationships between humans and non-

humans, and denial of using public drinking fountains. A traditional hardline Jew will not 

take food, products or use a non Jewish home. I witnessed it in Florida vacation homes, 

they tape all handles, bring their own toilet seats, bedding and cover all furniture to avoid 

touching non Jew objects. Sony’s promo also contains a public safety message as if 

released by an Apartheid government. The video implores viewers to contact the 

authorities by an 800 number, if they see any non-humans escaping from District 9. The 

video concludes with a picture of a wholesome-looking white family with the caption, 

keeping humans safe by keeping non-humans separate. The purpose of the Jew-inspired 

movie, of course, is to mock whites who oppose multiculturalism. The refugee aliens are 

a metaphor for Third World immigrants living in America and Europe. Humans, that is, 

whites, are shown to be xenophobic nativists, with bigoted attitudes towards non humans, 

that is, blacks. Delivering on the promise of Israel Cohen in 1912, we will convince the 

blacks the whites did the slavery to them. When FRWL 4 revealed it was the same Jewish 

entities who were running the slave ships, and it was the blacks themselves who rounded 

up their own people and sold them. All matters Jewish, is now America’s primary focus. 

As we witness the extinction of the White race, more immigration into America from the 

Third World, and Hollywood’s insults of White culture, we even now have a special 

envoy to monitor Anti Semitism in America. This envoy is a veteran of Jewish lobbying, 

the former head of the Jewish Council for Public Affairs, Hannah Rosenthal. But the 

great question is? will there ever be a special envoy to combat Anti White-ism in 

America? Not on your life, whilst EL-ite Jews retaining their position at the highest 

levels of Government, Military and Agencies. Jews own domestic policy in America and 

White Americans are their target to subvert, diminish, and destroy.  

 

Many believe the birth control movement and subsequently the Eugenics program started 

with Margaret Sanger and the Planned Parenthood group, which we covered in FRWL 4. 

But unbeknown to most, it was thriving before then and a familiar group were involved in 

it. Well before the start of the American birth control movement in the early twentieth 

century, Jewish women in western and central Europe and in the United States, had 
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proved themselves to be especially committed to reducing their fertility rates. Jewish 

women from all backgrounds participated and made significant contributions to the early 

birth control movement in the United States. Lets look at picture 5 shall we, where it 

shows a Jewish play back in 1916 called Birth control or Race suicide, all of which 

reveals some disturbing intentions. Predictably it was shown in New York, also that is 

detailed in the US Library of Congress, which is a tad disturbing in and of itself. In 

picture 6, another play of the same year, again a Jewish play this time called A woman's 

duty in birth control. The liberal woke culture would have a field day today with that title 

of a Woman's duty. In fact, Jewish women activists were among the first in the United 

States, to bring the need for women’s reproductive choice to the public’s attention. Many 

participated in the movement through Jewish Agencies like the National Council of 

Jewish Women, while others worked independently, in close association with Margaret 

Sanger, or with other national birth control agencies.  

 

Introduction: Jewish women from a range of social and economic backgrounds found 

common political cause in the American birth control movement, and profoundly affected 

its successes in the early twentieth century. Radical and socialist Jewish women 

distributed information about birth control, in defiance of anti-obscenity laws, to working 

class women. Middle-class women established clinics, and lobbied to overturn federal 

and state anti-obscenity statutes known as the Comstock Laws, which restricted the 

publication, distribution, and even discussion of material that the government deemed 

obscene. Professional women affiliated with the movement as gynecologists and social 

workers, and poor women enthusiastically sought the inexpensive services of birth 

control clinics. This article charts the grassroots and organizational activism of Jewish 

women in the American birth control movement during its formative years, 1900 to 1945.  

 

Jewish Women and Fertility: Jewish women in western and central Europe and in the 

United States, had proved themselves to be especially committed to reducing their 

fertility rates, well before the start of the American birth control movement in the early 

twentieth century. Using available contraceptive methods and performing abortions at 

rates, that far exceeded other religiously or ethnically defined groups. Central and 

western European Jews attained rapidly declining fertility rates by the late nineteenth 

century, and soon controlled their fertility more effectively than their non-Jewish peers. 

The arrival in the United States of eastern European Jews, whose fertility rates had yet to 

decline, aroused considerable interest among health care reformers. Although eastern 

European Jewish families were generally quite large upon arrival in the United States and 
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in the first generation. Studies of fertility rates according to ethnic or religious affiliation 

in the 1930s found that American Jews, including those of the first or second generation, 

avidly sought birth control services to limit their relatively high fertility rates. Jewish 

women’s commitment to the birth control cause had dramatic consequences. Though 

Jews in New York City had the highest number of children per marriage of any 

immigrant group in 1915, by the early 1930s, Jewish fertility rates compared favorably to 

the national average.  

 

Beginning of Reproductive Choice Movement: Jewish women activists were among the 

first in the United States, to bring the need for women’s reproductive choice to the 

public’s attention. Radicals such as Emma Goldman and Rose Pastor Stokes, lectured on 

the importance of contraception and protested against the Comstock Laws, broadly 

defined anti-obscenity laws. Born in Russia to a traditional Jewish family, Emma 

Goldman became one of America’s most controversial radical leaders and an early 

advocate of contraception. In 1900, fourteen years before the founding of Margaret 

Sanger’s first birth control clinic, she began including the importance of contraception 

among her lecture topics. Affiliated with Margaret Sanger (1879–1966) through Socialist 

circles, Goldman defended Sanger’s distribution of birth control literature, and began a 

national lecture tour in 1914 on the importance of legal contraception. Goldman felt that 

it was especially important for her to lecture on birth control when she spoke at Yiddish 

meetings, because the women on the East Side need that information most. Like most of 

her contemporary radical activists, Goldman supported a eugenic argument for birth 

control, fewer and better children would create a healthier human race. With Ben 

Reitman (1880–1942), her fellow activist and lover, she published a four-page pamphlet, 

Why and how the poor should not have many children, which included information about 

condoms, cervical caps, diaphragms, suppositories, and douches. Yet again a failure to 

address the real problem, why are people poor in the first place? because of greed and the 

system, it is not the people who are wrong, the system is wrong. Like the charities, we 

have so many because society is ran badly. Goldman faced arrest several times under 

anti-obscenity laws, and she eventually broke with Sanger for not supporting the 

anarchist’s radical tactics. Rose Pastor Stokes began her involvement with the birth 

control cause, by handing out leaflets describing the benefits of contraception at a rally to 

protest Goldman’s arrest. Stokes had risen from poverty as a poor eastern European 

immigrant to working as an eager New York journalist, who made the front page herself 

when she married millionaire Socialist J.G. Phelps Stokes. In 1915 Stokes became the 

financial secretary of the National Birth Control League (NBCL), an organization 
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committed to legalizing the publication and distribution of birth control information by 

repealing anti-obscenity laws, from that she joined a variety of birth control 

organizations. Immigrant Jewish women and their first-generation children educated 

themselves about birth control through the Jewish press. Sanger had several of her 

pamphlets about birth control translated into Yiddish and Polish, but she was not the only 

source of birth control-related information for Jewish immigrant readers in the United 

States. Ben-Zion Liber wrote and published the magazine Our Health, which had four 

thousand subscribers in its first year. A Jewish monthly for enlightenment in health 

questions, it provided news of the birth control movement and of Sanger’s legal and court 

battles. He urged his readers to reject the old ways that might rule out birth control as an 

option for limiting family size. The weekly Women’s Page of the Jewish Daily Forward, 

provided a forum for education and debate about birth control. The Forward had a daily 

circulation of two hundred thousand in 1919, making it the leading Yiddish newspaper in 

the world and the voice of a vibrant left-wing working-class Yiddish culture. Advice 

columns offered guidance to mothers and brides, who often wrote in with anxieties or 

dilemmas related to sex and family size. The columnists reasoned that limiting family 

size would improve the quality of life for mothers, and help them gain the ideal socialist 

family. Socialism like Communism and Fascism are all created by another ism, Zionism. 

Middle-class Jewish women’s voluntary organizations provided opportunities for their 

members to contribute to the birth control cause, and to help women of lesser means, gain 

access to contraceptives, abortions, and various types of reproductive medicine. Little did 

they know they were being programmed as part of a much wider agenda, and shows how 

far back this has been running.  

 

The National Council of Jewish Women pioneered the establishment of birth control 

clinics, usually referred to as Mother’s Health Bureaus, during the 1920s and 1930s. In 

1932 the NCJW’s Brooklyn section announced the opening of a Maternal Health Center. 

Throughout the 1930s the Brooklyn NCJW supplied funds and volunteers for the Center, 

which steadily expanded to include three clinics. All of which was coming from the 

Rockefellers Foundation. The NCJW’s New York section opened a Mother’s Health 

Bureau at its Council House in the Bronx in 1930 or 1931, and was affiliated with 

Sanger’s American Birth Control League. Midwestern Jewish women’s organizations 

also established clinics. The NCJW’s Detroit section opened a Mother’s Health Clinic in 

1926 or 1927, the first birth control clinic between New York and Chicago. The Chicago 

Women’s Aid CWA began in 1882 as the Young Ladies Aid Society to assist Russian 

immigrants, and had a mainly Jewish membership throughout its existence. CWA opened 
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a birth control clinic in 1923 and maintained ties to Planned Parenthood from 1928 to 

1947. By the fall of 1946, the Brooklyn Mothers’ Health Clinic linked its services with 

Planned Parenthood of Kings County, and in 1947 the clinic handled 3500 cases. In 1955 

the Brooklyn Section gave full responsibility for the clinic to the newly formed Planned 

Parenthood Committee of Brooklyn. Not all Jewish women participated in the birth 

control movement through Jewish agencies like the NCJW. Active in a variety of Jewish, 

feminist, interracial, and Zionist organizations, Gertrude Weil of Goldsboro, North 

Carolina, joined the birth control movement as a lobbyist. She petitioned Congress on 

behalf of legislative campaigns to remove criminal penalties for importing birth control 

devices, and transporting birth control information through the United States Postal 

Service. She supported Planned Parenthood financially throughout her life. Like many of 

her peers, Weil’s interest in birth control included a eugenic bias. During the Depression 

many members of the middle class observed, the population increase among the 

immigrant poor on relief with apprehension. Doctors informed about birth control, she 

wrote to Margaret Sanger in 1932 saying, she would appreciate the importance of 

controlling the reproduction of the unfit. Between 1935 and 1942 Weil served on the 

Board of Directors of the North Carolina Maternal Health League, which sought to do 

something about the high birth rate and infant and maternal death rates among families on 

relief. For middle-class women who supported the birth control movement, advocating 

contraception presented a means of allaying their class fears, while crusading for their 

own interests as women. Jewish women’s activism in the American birth control 

movement also included close association with Margaret Sanger and other national birth 

control organizations. Two of Sanger’s primary assistants, Anna Lifschiz and Fania 

Mindell were Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe. Lifschiz worked as Sanger’s 

secretary between 1916 and the early 1920s. Mindell, a Russian immigrant who trained in 

the United States to be a social worker, helped Sanger set up the Brownsville clinic in 

Brooklyn, administered the clinic during its first week of operation, and read birth control 

literature aloud in Yiddish to their many Jewish clients. Jewish women served as 

directors and staff at the Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau (BCCRB), later called 

the Margaret Sanger Bureau, which opened in New York City in 1923. A legal loophole 

allowed doctors to prescribe birth control if it seemed medically indicated, or if the 

patient’s physiological condition would make pregnancy hazardous. Dr. Hannah Meyer 

Stone, the daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, became director of the 

BCCRB in 1927. Stone amended the clinic’s list of medical indications to include the 

desire for child spacing and psychological factors. Lena Levine, the daughter of 

immigrants from Vilna, Lithuania, directed the clinic for several years, helped Sanger 
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found Planned Parenthood in 1948, and became the medical secretary of International 

Planned Parenthood. Levine also coauthored sexual and medical advice books. Female 

Jewish doctors directed birth control clinics throughout the country, Rachelle 

Slobodinsky Yarros (1869–1946), M.D., in Chicago. Bessie Moses, M.D., in Baltimore, 

Sarah Marcus (1894–1985), M.D., in Cleveland, and Nadina Rinstein Kavinoky (1888–

?), M.D., in Los Angeles. For all of these women, working in a birth control clinic 

provided the professional recognition and responsibility, still largely unavailable to them 

in the male-dominated worlds of academic medicine and hospital politics. Yes, but 

money and agendas talk, and so they employ any puppet willing to fulfill their agenda, 

using people only interested in the shekels with which to do so. Humanity sell outs these 

people, and I am amazed the so called religious community never challenged them, 

because after all these women are playing god with peoples lives. LADY EVIL  

 

THE EVIDENCE: So, that is all the background to the story, but is there evidence of a 

systematic policy of eliminating the white people, as revealed in several pieces earlier? 

Sadly the answer to that is yes. The U.S. Census Bureau’s release of race and age 

statistics for 2017 points to two noteworthy milestones, about the nation’s increasingly 

aging white and growing diverse population. First, for the first time since the Census 

Bureau has released these annual statistics, they show an absolute decline in the nation’s 

white non-Hispanic population, accelerating a phenomenon that was not projected to 

occur until the next decade. Second, the new numbers show that for the first time, there 

are more children who are minorities than who are white, at every age from zero to nine. 

This means we are on the cusp of seeing the first minority white generation, born in 2007 

and later, which perhaps we can dub Generation Z-Plus. Interesting terminology they 

inserted there, Z-plus, is that the Zionist plus program? Together these new data suggest 

that, a signature feature of U.S. demographic change in the 21st century is the aging and 

decline of the white population, along with population growth among young minorities to 

counterbalance the trend. Now you will understand the reasoning behind many of the 

White Race countries being forced to take refugees, who were deliberately bombed out of 

their home countries, and then pushed into the White Race countries, to devastating 

effect.  

 

If we look at the next picture 7, we can derive quite a few things from this one document, 

and the most startling is the decline of the white demographic, in what is predominantly a 

white based country. That is not a racist statement, because it is a fact. Nowhere else in 

the world do we see this level of changes in the demographics, other than in the white 
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countries. This I am sad to say is not by accident, they have been running this program 

for over 100 years now, and the reductions are startling. One is not against immigrants 

here either, as that would going against my own status as a foreign born national. In fact 

one can argue for the Native Americans, who were ousted from these lands, first by the 

Indians, there is a reason they are called that, and then by the Jewish slavery ships 

bringing vast loads of white slaves here to America, followed by some black slaves. 

Slavery is not new either, the native Africans were rounding up their own people and 

selling them to Egypt for thousands of years before the Jewish slavery ships arrived, and 

were labeled as the white man. The native Americans were working with the original 

white man long before in the past, they called them the White Brotherhood, that was the 

URS, Rus and Aryans. In 1920's America, the whites compromised of 89.7% and 94.8M 

out of 105.7M. What is also interesting is the drop in the black population at a time there 

was supposed to be an extra influx, 1900 11.6%, 1910 10.7%, and 1920 down to 9.9%. 

What is interesting given how much they pushed for their rights is, there is no listing 

under the term Jewish, or for that matter Hispanic.  

 

White population decline: America’s white population has been increasing since the first 

census was taken in 1790. Table 1 shows the change in the non-Hispanic white 

population using data from the censuses of 1970 to 2010, and annual population estimates 

for 2011 to 2017, based on the recent release. These new numbers show, for the first 

time, an absolute decline in the nation’s white population of more than 9,000 whites 

between 2015 and 2016 and more than 31,000 whites between 2016 and 2017. These new 

estimates revised earlier census estimates, which showed white gains between 2015 and 

2016. In the 1970 Census the White population was 169M out of 203M = 82.25%, that 

was a drop of 7.55% since 1920, but since then it got more alarming. In the 1980 Census 

the White population was 180M out of 226.5M = 79.47% In the 1990 Census the White 

population was 188M out of 248.75M = 75.57% In the 2000 Census the White 

population was 194.5M out of 281.5M = 69.09% In the 2010 Census the White 

population was 197M out of 308.75M = 63.80% In 2019 the White population was down 

to 60.10% In 2020 the White population was down to 59.7%. In 2011 it went up 669K, 

2012 it went up 155K, in 2013 it went up 51K, in 2014 it went up 110K, in 2015 it went 

up 41.5K, in 2016 it went down 9.5K and 2017 it went down 31.5K, in 2018 it went 

down 1M, in 2019 it went down 226K. Although these annual white declines are 

extremely modest of -0.005 and -0.016 percent in 2015-16 and 2016-17, respectively, 

they are an early harbinger of the long-term trend that the Census Bureau projected 

previously this year. Those projections showed the white population declining after 2023. 
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A second noteworthy finding from the new census estimates is that, for the first time, 

minorities outnumber whites nationally for each age under 10. While earlier estimates 

revealed minority white status for some of these youthful ages, this is now solidly the 

case for individuals born in each year since 2007. Hence, this generation, which might be 

called Generation Z-Plus, is the first truly minority white generation, at 49.6 percent 

white, where 26 percent of its members are Hispanics, 13.6 percent African-Americans, 

and nearly 10 percent include Asians and persons of two or more races. Notably, they are 

now minority white in 15 states, including Hawaii, New Mexico, California, Texas, and 

Nevada, plus the District of Columbia. In each of the latter states, the population under 

age 10 is less than 35 percent white. At the other extreme, 17 states largely in New 

England, the Midwest, and Mountain West, house Gen Z-Plus populations that are more 

than two-thirds white. This population is minority white in 43 of the largest 100 

metropolitan areas, including in Los Angeles, where less than 20 percent of 0-9-year-olds 

are white. Nationally, whites under the age of 10 sustained a loss of 1.2 million between 

2010 and 2017, according to the new estimates. This loss of youthful whites is fairly 

pervasive, occurring in 43 states and 81 of the nation’s 100 largest metropolitan areas. 

This trend has also taken place in over 80% of the nation’s 3,100 counties. That research 

was done by the Brookings Institute, another of their think tank clown organizations. This 

researcher clearly missed the declines starting from just after Israel Cohen's speech in 

1912. This is indicative of a general aging of the white population, which means 

proportionately fewer white women in their childbearing years, and an excess of deaths 

over births, which is a natural decrease. The recent downsizing of the white population, 

could reflect post-recession-related fertility declines in the white population, leading to an 

inflation of white natural decrease to its highest levels of the last six years. The past year 

also showed a downturn in white immigration. Whilst this is almost always deemed to be 

against people of color or non whites, in 1920 the American white population 

compromised of 90%, with 95M out of a population of 106M. So between 1920 and 1970 

the White percentage went down 7.5%, but 1970 to 2020, in the same 50 year span, it 

went down another 22.5%. We are led to believe the depopulation program was only for 

the other 11M in America at that time? or were they actually determined to eliminate 

largely the whites? If the depopulation program was only about the colored races, why 

did they allow immigration of so many of them to America?  

 

The general fertility rate in the United States continued to decline last year, according to a 

new report from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's National Center for 

Health Statistics. The 2018 general fertility rate fell to another all-time low for the United 
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States. The report found that the general fertility rate dropped 2% between 2017 and 2018 

among girls and women age 15 to 44 nationwide. In 2017, the total fertility rate for the 

United States continued to dip below what's needed for the population to replace itself, 

according to a separate report published by the National Center for Health Statistics in 

January. This was deliberately engineered by social engineering projects, based on them 

continuing their game, now it has failed. They started second program of bomb people 

out of their homes and countries, then push them into Western countries, who from their 

perspective bombed them in the first place. With media fear programs of all Muslims are 

jihadists, we have a powder keg situation, it is the classic ouroborus programs that clowns 

are running now, where one program swallows the other. But allows them to follow up 

another plan that has been running at least 110K years here, genetic mixing of the races 

all designed again to eliminate the White Race. When examined by race, the data showed 

that fertility rates declined 2% for white and black women, and 3% for Hispanic women, 

between 2017 and 2018. The data also showed that the teen birth rate, for ages 15 to 19, 

fell 7% from 2017 to 2018. Which is a good thing, far too many young girls start off their 

transition from child to adult, with children in tow and has largely a damning effect. 

When examined by race, the data showed that teen births declined by 4% for black 

teenagers, and 8% for white and Hispanic teens. Also among all births, the percentage 

delivered at less than full term, or 39 weeks, increased with preterm births climbing from 

9.93% of births in 2017 to 10.02% in 2018, and early-term births rising from 26% in 

2017 to 26.53% in 2018. I have yet to see someone addressing what are the causes of 

increasing in premature births? we all know why by now. The percentages of births 

delivered at full, late and post-term declined, according to the data. Full-term births were 

down from 57.49% of births in 2017 to 57.24% in 2018, and post-term births declined 

from 6.58% to 6.2%. The latter likely to be due to mothers having children well into their 

30 and 40's now, due to the rise of career oriented women and lack of finances. It is a sick 

world where the crown of creation, birth of a child is so now heavily based on finances, 

do people not think there is a basic fundamental problem with that thinking or actions? 

There is a distinct lack of adult based thinking on that issue, and everything it seems is 

based on or around money, there is a reason they say money is the root of all evil.  

 

The world is ill-prepared for the global crash in children being born, which is set to have 

a jaw-dropping impact on societies, say researchers. Falling fertility rates mean nearly 

every country could have shrinking populations by the end of the century. The report said 

23 nations including Spain and Japan, are expected to see their populations halve by 

2100. Given the Covid scam, it should be expected all nations will drop long before the 
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end of the century. In fact, given some of the information we have given in our normal 

shows, I suspect that all nations will see a plummeting of their populations within 3-10 

years, due to the death jab these Hebrew Annunaki psychopaths are implementing. 

Countries will also age dramatically, with as many people turning 80 as there are being 

born. What is going on? The fertility rate, the average number of children a woman gives 

birth to, is falling. If the number falls below approximately 2.1, then the size of the 

population starts to fall. In 1950, women were having an average of 4.7 children in their 

lifetime. Researchers at the University of Washington's Institute for Health Metrics and 

Evaluation, showed the global fertility rate nearly halved to 2.4 in 2017. Their study, 

published in the Lancet, projects it will fall below 1.7 by 2100. As a result, the 

researchers expect the number of people on the planet to peak at 9.7 billion around 2064, 

before falling down to 8.8 billion by the end of the century. What utter rubbish they 

speak, and using Johns Hopkins math. How can the birth rate plunge from 4.7 to 2.4, 

throw in deaths from wars globally, the increase in medical death since then, an increase 

in global diseases, mass famines in many areas of which many died, and these clowns 

state the population has doubled? Where and how is that possible? are they counting 

insertions onto the planet from off world? bots created? synthetics? clones? because the 

normal population based on those figures has to have declined, not increased by 2.5 

times. That's a pretty big thing, most of the world is transitioning into natural population 

decline, said researcher Prof Christopher Murray. I think it's incredibly hard to think this 

through and recognize how big a thing this is, it's extraordinary, we'll have to reorganize 

societies. The Soros Foundation went some way to correcting that, along with the Obama 

Muslim Brotherhood by corralling immigrants into Western countries. Can you see the 

picture now? DISAPPEAR  

 

The U.S. birth rate fell 4% last year, the largest single-year decrease in nearly 50 years, 

according to a government report this year. The rate dropped for moms of every major 

race and ethnicity, and in nearly age group, falling to the lowest point since federal health 

officials started tracking it more than a century ago. Births have been declining in 

younger women for years, as many postponed motherhood and had smaller families. 

Birth rates for women in their late 30s and in their 40s have been inching up, but not last 

year. The fact that you saw declines in births even for older moms is quite striking, said 

Brady Hamilton, of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the lead author 

of the new report. We all know why now don't we, convenient that the CDC didn't proffer 

a reason as to why that was happening? because they are heavily involved in creating that 

very situation. But it is not only the US.  
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The fertility rate in England and Wales has fallen to the lowest level in recorded history, 

during the corona virus pandemic, at 1.58 children per woman last year. In 2020, the 

British fertility rate fell by 4.2 per cent from 2019 and was 3.1 per cent lower than the 

previous low in 2001, according to official figures from the Office for National Statistics. 

In order to naturally maintain a country’s population, a fertility rate of 2.1 children per 

woman is thought to be required. Maybe the sterilization jabs are now kicking in as well. 

But, maybe there is a silver lining to this event, that will not be seen until some time has 

passed.  

 

So, how was this all achieved? deemed a vast conspiracy of a seemingly unbelievable 

scale, and yet after this show is completed, you will all come to your own conclusions 

that may well tie in with what I am presenting, and agree. But ultimately I am presenting 

a case, and it's your choice to decide, it matters not to me which you choose, it is my role 

to present the evidence only. When I use the word Jew, it does not and never will apply to 

all Jewish people, because they have been used as much as every other race here, by these 

people, and that is debatable who call themselves Jews, but as the bible itself warned, 

they are not. They are a parasitic race using all people of the world as pawns, with their 

vast wealth making us all dance to their evil tune. To those people they see one group of 

people as their main threat, forget the color program they introduced after WW2 to 

discredit them and to stifle all discussion on it, with the broadly outlined meme of Anti 

Semitism. Anti Semitism is their own National Security Act, designed to cover their 

tracks and crimes. What we will outline here is their systematic attack on society, and in 

particular America, because America is the final battlefield. There are many poor or bad 

people in all colors, let us not have them define our whole races. The whites came to 

teach and save the tribal peoples of the past, the Native Americans speak of the Great 

White Brotherhood, who came not to conquer, but to teach a better way. That better way 

did not involve a religion of any denomination, it was about people being people, not 

savages and violence, it was about peace, compassion and sharing of ideas, visions and 

cultures, all in a harmonic way, until the demons of the dark arrived. Those demons of 

the dark are amongst us today, dividing and conquering us on a mass scale, they call 

themselves Jews, but they are not. It is up to us all to embrace each other, because we all 

do have a common enemy amongst us, and that parasite must be extinguished for us all to 

prosper.  
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In the UK the last survey in 2011 revealed that the white race went down 4.5% in the 

previous 10 years, by 2016 another 1% reduction, the next census I suspect will see a loss 

further. The 2.1 children figure to sustain your countries populace, has not been achieved 

in the UK since 1973. In fact the UK rate is 1.84, USA rate is 1.83, Germany 1.74, 

Ireland 1.56 and France 1.41. In the UK in 1950 there was less than 20K non whites, now 

there is 857K. In Holland their native population went down 4% in the past 10 years, and 

also their general population went down in each of the last 5 years. Interestingly in 2018 

53% of the Dutch people cited no religion, America is at 30% on the latest census. In 

Germany since 1970, their 2.1 target has never been achieved either, ranging around 1.3 

to 1.5. 12% of the Germans have left since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the majority of 

which were female. Germany lost 2M people between 2015 and 2018, there are 8.6 births 

per 1000 in Germany, but 11.8 deaths and so their populace is falling rapidly. In 2019 

40% of children in Germany had a migrant background. Ireland has less of a population 

now by 1.5M than they did in 1850. Since 1991 they only made the 2.1 rate of children in 

one single year, most where around the 1.8 - 1.9 range. Strangely but interesting given 

the location, hello Dugway, the Irish Family History Library that also holds microfilm 

copies of the original 1911 census returns, and these can only be viewed at the Library 

in Salt Lake City, Utah. In fact on current rates there is not one single traditional white 

country that reaches the 2.1 threshold. The whole of Russia, Europe, Australia, New 

Zealand, Canada and America the traditional White populations suffer infant death rates 

per thousand for under fives between 2 and 40 per 1000, how is that figure so high with 

so called advanced medicine in those countries? I want to make clear I am not against 

diversity in fact I encourage it, what I am against is, using diversity against one race that 

is under major threat of extinction. The migrants are being used as an agenda, as has been 

revealed tonight and other shows. Their agenda is race mixing to eliminate the one race 

they see as a threat to their world domination.  

 

So what is the solution to this growing problem, well they tried a solution 86 years ago, 

and it has since been ridiculed and dismissed by many due to the fear they created around 

it. Lebensborn was a special Aryan breeding Program established in 1935, designed to 

restock the German populace devastated by WW1. The number of Germans killed in 

battle, the majority of which were male and young was 2.1M. A further 5M other 

Germans died, and in total Germany lost 10% of it's populace, the majority of which was 

their youth. This also applied to the majority white race countries around them also, and a 

dearth of men was causing their populations to fall. The Austro-Hungarian empire lost 

over 3M as well, so did Serbia. So, how do you correct this shortfall that impacts whole 
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countries to retain their base level of child birth of 2.1 children, below that your 

population decreases, as was the case for much of Europe? Well, some obviously saw the 

problem and tried to rectify it, ignore the his story based connections and connotations 

that has followed this program, of how to rebuild your peoples and countries. This 

brought in the Lebensborn program, which if you were basing it on logic, it is actually a 

sensible choice to make, given the circumstances. Why is it such a problem to build up 

the numbers of people lost? the damage it causes to industry, businesses and the general 

running of a country should not be lost, in the tide of negative spin that has since been put 

on this program. Of course since then the victors and the perpetrators of the war to begin 

with, armed with their total control of all forms of media and publishing, they began to 

discredit it, and that prevails in many places still to this day. The master race they labeled 

it, whites only programs and white supremacists, yet as we revealed in FRWL Plus 10, 

the so called master race is the term Jewish and their chosen ones status. A classic case of 

labeling or accusing someone of doing something they are already doing or have done. 

Given Israel Cohen stated in 1912 of eliminating the whites, and various since as 

mentioned earlier in this show. Is it safe to assume that, denigrating the very program that 

would potentially increase the white population, as something evil and nasty, is in and of 

itself of program. Time and their own words have confirmed that as a fact, Lebensborn 

was a victim of pro pagan da designed to fulfill a much bigger project, the elimination of 

the white race. That proof is beyond all reason now, except to the ones who follow the 

official script without questioning it. The lack of critical thinking has been our downfall 

in the past, the key now is, to not replicate it in the future. People may ask why against 

the whites? the answer is, they see that race as a threat, and is as a collective more 

intelligent than other races, as many studies have shown. And even after their deliberate 

dumbing down of the white peoples since WW2, that remains the case by and large, and 

so is a threat to their hegemony. The white race is also the most rebellious, and does not 

largely fall under the hive mind program as easily as other races do so. In stark reality the 

white race which is under extinction within this century, unless urgent action is taken, 

may well have to do a similar program to protect their race. In the 1920's white's made up 

a global demographic of 30% plus, by the time we started this series in 2018 it was down 

to just 12%, it now resides around 9-10%. We are not just talking about a shift in balance 

here, they revealed in all their pieces that, the elimination of the white race is their main 

goal. We have all seen the save the whales, manatees, elephants, tigers and bald eagles 

promotions, yet just where is the save a certain race of humans? why is no one speaking 

of it? What is wrong with preserving a whole human race, regardless of color? Well, in 

some parts it was the successful pro pagan da surrounding the Nazis, master race, White 
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Supremacists and Lebensborn program, all twisted into something evil, of not only 

protecting the white race, but the white race itself. Rothschild's, Kushner, Kissinger, 

Soros, Abramovich, Netanyahu, Gates and many others are classed as white, and so their 

crimes against humanity are then used against the White Race. They are neither white or 

Jewish, but a group of psychopaths with the most evil intentions, and have got away with 

their crimes against humanity, because they made the whole world frightened to speak 

out against Jews. That has to stop, this is our common enemy for all colors, as they have 

used us all, pitted us against each other, got us to fight their wars all designed for them to 

make shekels. Shekels that were taken from both sides, and then the countries were 

leveraged against via loans, and they then took all the assets from each and every 

country. They have infiltrated every single organization, using coercion, blackmail, death 

and threats. Every government, they have their grubby little fingers in, particularly the 

western world. Dictating policy, disastrous foreign policies, harvesting the countries with 

their taxes and banks, and we the people allowed this all due to fear.  

 

The mezuzah is a Jewish scroll, that contains verses of the Jewish prayer Shema Yisrael, 

beginning with the phrase: Hear, O Israel, the Lord (is) our God, the Lord is One. All of 

which further confirms who the Israelis are worshipping, the LORD is/was Anu, the 

Draco reptile king. Which means Yahweh was also Anu, and we have already revealed 

they worship Lucifer and Lilith, plus the demon Samael, thrown in Azazel into the mix 

and their worship of off world entities that have done immense harm to us all, is the 

determining factor of truth here. This series had introduced the possibility at the 

beginning, but as we went through each episode we revealed more and more of the bigger 

picture, and added a new name into it, called the Hebrew Annunaki. At this point even 

the most avid skeptic has to be questioning the official narrative, as it is overwhelming 

now. At the end of a certain 1000 year contract in the 1800's, in part the Draco were have 

said to have stepped down and back and allow the humans to run the planet, how 

benevolent of them. Except their was a kicker to that step down, as there always is with 

that group, they elevated their loyal puppets like the Rothschild's and blueblood family 

lines who are all connected to them. Essentially the placed their loyal followers like the 

Jaffa in the Stargate series in charge, whilst they hid in the background. Melchizedeks, 

Merovingians, Carolingians, Franks, Hapsburgs, Levis, all French houses like the 

Angou's, Lorraine and Aquitaine are the 3 lions symbols for the British, throw in the 

Bourbons as well. But the biggest House of France, which took over Holland, large parts 

of Africa, Ireland, India and New Zealand, is the House of Orange, and there are many 

more, all of them link back to the Hebrew Annunaki. These were tasked by the Draco to 
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run the planet on their behalf, so they can go look how the humans messed it up again 

and why they need our help. We don't need your type of help, your death cult, your 

divisive agendas, your rewriting of history, your inequality, your greed and psychopathic 

tendencies, we will rebuild the world totally in our image and likeness, not theirs. 

NOTHINGS GOING TO STOP US NOW  

 

So, there you have it, the completion as it where, and what can you say to that level of 

evidence, largely of their own sayings. It is hard to accept as so much of it rises to levels 

of evil that goes way beyond most peoples boundaries, of where evil resides. These are 

not Jews at all, they are a parasitic harvesting race of beings, darkened souls beyond 

redemption in my opinion, and if people push past the fear of critiquing these people, so 

will everyone else agree. They have no regard for any race on this planet, including the 

suffering Jews because of their greed and psychopathy. One hopes people have sympathy 

with the Jewish people, with them having been tarnished with the same brush, under the 

banner of being Jewish. These are a separate breed of people, that are nothing to do with 

our types of human, they are to use their own terms, schleppers, schwartzers, inbred pigs 

of the most evil nature, and the world must join as one to free us of their evil and parasitic 

culture. They are not Jewish, they are the Hebrew Annunaki and after this, it is time the 

Council stepped in and removed them from this planet once and for all, and sent back 

from whence they came, on the Draco home world. Along with their Black Sun cult 

brethren. In the future and perhaps near future, we will have to change all aspects of 

society and life on this planet, as their whole structure was designed for harvesting, death 

wars, sacrifice and extinction programs will have to be ended. At some point we will 

need a global address to change the whole dynamic, and begin to tell the disbelieving 

public the real truth, no matter how harsh it is to people. What is harsh is, those who have 

spoken the truth have been murdered, injured, lost their homes and livelihoods and or 

threatened by their system, all for telling the truth. The truth tellers have ran the gauntlet 

of the disbelieving mind controlled public for years, and the only way to end that is, a 

global address and begin to tell the tale to what will be a very shocked planet. This series 

goes some way to delivering the truth for those who were ready to receive it, and even 

then many of you were shocked to the core at the content, and the levels of evilness that 

has gone on here. Can you imagine what the believers in the lie will feel? and this is why 

we will turn this into a book and possibly an audio file as well next year. So, what 

happens next? well, in some way we at THI have already started planning for the future 

with The Peoples Club and the Communal Gatherings. This has to require everyone to 

participate to make our venture work, the reality of that may well unfold within the first 
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two months of next year. We have started planning, creating and living a new way, as all 

of the old ways failed us all. New ways to teach, govern, business in a Cooperative 

setting, grow and feed, housing, jobs, developing new ideas in a fair and equitable way. 

That involves all colors, races, the former religions, cultures all learning the TPC way of 

need not greed, caring and sharing, cooperative not comparative and competitive, if the 

majority all adopted those traits and lived by them, this world will change once and for 

all. We have to develop new ways of future thinking, critical thinking and relearn basic 

common sense again. We have to learn to grow as an adult species, not the child like 

levels we witness all over the world now. We have to develop a world where the children 

can grow without fear, threats, violence, poor or no teaching, learn to be self sufficient, 

learn to be a part of the change and everything must be done to develop their growth. All 

children should be an advanced societies greatest investment, because they are our future. 

We can also learn to create small communities again, and move away from the dark 

energies of the concrete jungles they call towns and cities. This is our big opportunity and 

it is history in the making, as for the first time in history, a group albeit small has started 

the path to a new way, new planet and a new humanity, whereby it will lead for us to 

reclaim our birthright and sovereignty, and for the first time have a real say of how this 

planet should be run. It is the duty of everyone of you to work towards that, in whatever 

capacity you are capable of, I know we are all capable of so much more than we give 

ourselves credit for. In a non personal overview, a majority of the planet disappearing 

may not be the worst case scenario. Far too many on this planet are hive minded and 

operate by their new parents, the Governments and Mainstream news, easily fooled, 

easily programmed, all with devastating effect on those of us who see beyond the illusion 

they present. As many start disappearing the authority program or Milgram Experiment 

will go with them, and what will be left is, the critical thinkers, the creative peoples, the 

rebels and the future of our species to take it forward, without hive minded programmed 

bots. It could or should have been all so different, but it is not, and we have to do our best 

regardless of the situations we face. We have to go forward and into unchartered waters 

and develop into a much more advanced adult based species, of which we can be proud 

of. I, for one think we are capable of achieving this, and I know we will come out of this 

on the other side of time, and free of the dark forces that pervades and plagues our planet, 

hopefully once and for all. It will be one small step or group for man, but one giant leap 

for mankind, not seen here for 110K years. HELLO MY NAME IS HUMAN  
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